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Untitled - Ame Khmer

Feb 25, 1975 - the enemy's walls are caving in alÅ‚x on all sides. Phnom Penh is totally ... that it is necessary, at whatever cost, to put an end to the existence of ... --Internationally, FUNK and GRUNK practice a policy of non-aligngfint ... all types, high school and university students, teachers and professors -- to unite in all ... 
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Apr 9, 1973 - Text Hanoi VSA April 6--The Foreign Ministry of the Democratic .... created for themselves a very favorable situation and pressed the enemy into a very bad ..... States intervenes in every country where there are domestic ...
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EFFF. f. the Siliffon PHP at army had to withdraw to bolster their defense lines in ..... With boundless Joy over the great victory won by the people of Cambodia, ...
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systematically the U.S. schemes and acts against the independence and ... SEATO military bloc of aggression, they threatened to cut their aid and instigated.
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Rice is the most important KC commodity for sale, and KC in the northern Provinces .... Prospect of a substantial improvement in the GKR economic situation ...
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Mar 26, 1975 - to the entire Cambodian people on the occasion of the firth annivery of the ... KUNAYEV ATTENDS WOMEN'S DAY MEETING IN ALMA-ATA. JJ.
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Kim San, Deputy-Director of Political Affairs of the Ministry of Foreign. Affairs of the Royal Government of Cambodia and Mr. Nguyen Ba. Dung, Representative of ...
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tions was a U.S. 'maneuver to conceal aggression. ANVN spokesman said his govern- ment 'rejects all intervention by the United Nations in the Viet-Nare affair.
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Apr 17, 1975 - Women's Union and the Liberation Youth Union sent separate ... Ereat victory further airlims a truth of our timo: Anation== whose territory and.
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Mar 23, 1970 - N. Sihanouk. March 23, 1970. INDOCHINA SOLIDARITY COMMITTEE. P.O Box"C" Old Chelsea Sta. NY. N.Y. 100ll (212)982-7.62.
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and revolutionary movements in Asia, Africa and Latin America. Prince Sihanouk said he did not want to interfere in other countries' internal affairs, but would ...
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Oct 13, 1970 - acts of aggression and hatching numerous plcts. The ultinate process of ... invasion of the U.S. armed forces and tisir uppets. The Cambodian ...
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Apr 2, 1975 - All those maneuver are aimed at prolonging the war of aggression. The NUFC and RGNUC are r11mly determined to destroy all these ...
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Mar 7, 1975 - bath. We are not rebels. We are a state. Cur ary is that the state of Cambodia,. As a state, we have obligations towd the 62 countries which have ...
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